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DEC 24-Bit New Life Resolution 

If you listen to the previous standard of recorded audio prior to the 24-bit 
resolution you will most likely listen to 16-bit resolution audio productions.


As you all now the lower the resolution is the less pixels or information is presented 
in the chosen expression. Like Nintendo 8-bit is a lot different and contains less 
texture, detail, depth and color in comparison to the current Nintendo Switch for 

instance.


Well, back to audio!


When a song is playing at its maximum volume it has a certain decibel output, and 
as the song ends or has passages with lower volume in particular 16-bit 

productions the bit resolution decreases with each decibel decrease.


What that makes it a ”loss” in information. Not quality. That is just a perception.

But for instance a fade out if a song will become inconsistent in the absolut lowest 

parts of decibel output due to lower bit resolution. In 16-bit that is.


Today we use 24-bit resolution and can deliver way more information in lower 
amounts of decibel.


So!


What is the conclusion of all this.


You express to the universe what you wish. You want to impress the subconscious 
with something clear, direct, straight forward and loud enough. So if you are not 
persistent, loud and clear in what you wish to impress meaning with confidence 

and belief creating emotional power. You are trying to impress a low resolution with 
inconsistent information difficult too manifest. It will become something but not as 

good as if you wuz workin’ with ”24-bit” new life resolution.


If you try to. In a low amplitude with scattered and incoherent information impress 
your desire. You will get exactly that in return. Just as if you are angry you impress 

a lot of distortion.


When you talk and or sing what you want be clear and in tune with what you wish 
to impress. Deliver a high quality impression. And do that with consistency.


Now you Ian’t bit reduced. Now you are using the universal standard of 
impression.


PÄRRITY KEWL! Jesus Christ! Amen!


